Color is famous for not existing in the external world: our brains create the perception of color from the spatial and temporal patterns of the wavelength and intensity of light. For an intangible quality, we have detailed knowledge of its origins and consequences. Much is known about the organization and evolution of the first phases of color processing, the filtering of light in the eye and processing in the retina, and about the final phases, the roles of color in behavior and natural selection. To understand how color processing in the central brain has evolved, we need well-defined pathways or circuitry where we can gauge how color contributes to the computations involved in specific behaviors. Examples of such pathways or circuitry that are dedicated to processing color cues are rare, despite the separation of color and luminance pathways early in the visual system of many species, and despite the traditional definition of color as being independent of luminance. This minireview presents examples in which color vision contributes to behaviors dominated by other visual modalities, examples that are not part of the canon of color vision circuitry. The pathways and circuitry process a range of chromatic properties of objects and their illumination, and are taken from a variety of species. By considering how color processing complements luminance processing, rather than being independent of it, we gain an additional way to account for the diversity of color coding in the central brain, its consequences for specific behaviors and ultimately the evolution of color vision.
Introduction
The spectral distribution of light is a rich source of information about the world, with many uses. It can be used to identify properties of the illumination, such as the time of day, and properties of objects, such as signals of the fitness of conspecifics. By spatially integrating wavelength and luminance, we can correct for ambiguity in object identity created by changes in the illumination, and create the perception of ecologically relevant colors such as brown [1] . By exploiting how different wavelengths are focused, chicks regulate eye growth and depth information can be resolved from defocussed images [2, 3] . This list is far from exhaustive, yet the span of these functions indicates how varied wavelength processing can be in the central brain, covering different scales of time and space, both in wavelength processing and its interaction with luminance. Accordingly, it is unlikely that any one definition of wavelength processing or color vision will capture the computational principles required to bridge the gap in our understanding between retinal processing and behavior [4] .
For nearly six decades, the conception of color vision as luminance-independent color-opponent processing has guided the study of central brain wavelength processing, with remarkable achievements [5] . But despite all this work over many years, there has yet to be established a pathway or circuit for a behavior driven by color independently of luminance [6] . As a solution to this impasse, this minireview presents four examples of pathways and circuitry that support specific behaviors, where color and wavelength processing enhance luminance processing, rather than operate independently of it. Before doing so, it first considers the evolutionary origins of wavelength processing, its independence from luminance processing, and the potential benefits of identifying such circuitry for understanding diversity in color vision systems.
Diversity and Definitions of Color Vision
Wavelength processing has evolved alongside luminance processing in Metazoa from common ancestors that expressed multiple opsins, as inferred from phylogenetic analyses of opsin genes [7] . The common ancestors date back to around the time that the Cnidaria (jellyfish) taxonomic clade formed during the Cambrian explosion. Opsins are one part of the visual pigment in photoreceptors: the chromophore, the molecule that absorbs the photon, is covalently bonded to the opsin, a G-proteincoupled receptor that tunes the wavelength selectivity of the chromophore. The expression of multiple visual opsins in the common ancestors of metazoans therefore indicates that the ability to selectively use wavelength information has been widespread from the time of some of the earliest eyes.
In low-resolution visual systems of species from early branching clades, the distinction between wavelength and luminance processing is less straightforward than in animals with acute spatial vision. For acute vision, the number of photons is a limiting factor to spatial and temporal resolution, creating a pressure to use photoreceptors with broadband wavelength sensitivity. For low-resolution vision, there can be sufficient photons for color-opponent processing to contribute to, for instance, flower recognition in nocturnal moths or catching prey in nocturnal geckos [8] .
An instructive example is a crustacean, the water flea, Daphnia pulex, that has a single spherical compound eye with 22 facets and a primitive eye cup, the nauplius eye. Each compound eye facet spans 40 and contains four spectral classes of photoreceptor, as inferred from the closely related species D. magna [9] , with the wavelength sensitivity profiles partly determined by the extraordinarily large number of 27 visual opsin genes [10] . The behavior of Daphnia is driven by specific wavelengths: avoidance of damaging UV near the surface, attraction to yellow or green algae for food, and regulation of depth by light intensity to avoid predators. In the ponds it inhabits, the wavelength spectrum of the downwelling light is extremely variable, from blue in pure water through to red when peaty [11] . The large number of opsin genes potentially allows individuals to be selected that correctly estimate the light intensity using the combinations of wavelengths that match the environment. All these behaviors are supported by photoreceptors that project to the same region of its optic ganglion, the lamina, without the separation of luminance and wavelength processing found in most crustaceans [12] . Because of this, the visual behavior of Daphnia depends on the comparison and integration of multiple wavelength-specific photoreceptor signals, rather than a clear separation of luminance and wavelength processing.
A long-standing hypothesis is that the circuitry of color vision has evolved from relatively primitive wavelength processing as exhibited by animals such as Daphnia [4] . In a number of crustaceans, insects and fish there is a diversity of opsin expression that indicates that wavelength processing exists alongside generalist color processing [7] . To focus on just one recent example, the dragonfly Sympetrum frequens expresses 16 visual opsins [13] . Some of this variety is explained by spatial expression patterns, for instance differences in the ventral and dorsal eyes, and in the temporal expression, between the larvae and adults. The remaining variety of opsins remains much greater than that required to encode natural spectra using color-opponent processing. Color-opponency is a computational strategy for processing wavelength information, in which the activity of one spectral class of photoreceptor is subtracted from the activity of one or more other classes to create a signal of differences in the wavelength spectrum [4] . This is an efficient way to represent natural spectra because neighbouring wavelengths typically have similar amplitudes, so most spectra can be encoded using a small number of spectrally distinct photoreceptors, typically less than five [14] . One possibility is that the extra opsins support dedicated circuits matched to the wavelength or chromatic contrast required to perform specific tasks, such as recognising conspecifics: males develop red coloration, and many of its opsin genes encode long wavelength opsins. Dragonflies have visual interneurons specialised for tracking small targets that, in a different species, have been reported to process wavelength information, such that they can respond to colored targets even in the absence of luminance contrast [15] , but whether this species uses such a neural mechanism is not known. Ideally, one would like to be able to record from the wavelength circuitry downstream of a spectral class of photoreceptor during the task and address this possibility directly.
The conventional definitions of color vision have been developed through working with species with spatially and temporally acute visual systems, such as humans and the honeybee, species where luminance-processing circuitry has evolved to dominate over wavelength processing for most tasks. Color vision is unusual for a sensory modality in that its definition depends on the context and the computational mechanism [4] . One conventional definition is that color vision is the ability to discriminate two uniform lights with different wavelengths, irrespective of their relative intensities. This is an idiosyncratically exclusive criterion, as it requires proof that luminance is not used in order to prove that color is: it rules out circuits where color plays an auxiliary role to luminance processing. A second, practical definition is that a cell processes color if it displays color-opponent responses. These two definitions exclude other forms of chromatic vision, notably wavelength-specific processing, as used by Daphnia for example, and non-image forming wavelength processing, because this is not vision, that are prevalent in primitive visual systems.
In animals with high spatial or temporal acuity, there are anatomical reasons for considering the independence of luminance and color vision. In flies, for instance, the R1-6 photoreceptors signal the luminance and synapse in the first area of the optic lobes, the lamina, while the R7-8 photoreceptors support color vision and bypass the lamina to synapse in the second optic lobe area, the medulla. Recent work in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster has established that there is crosstalk between the pathways -R1-6 contribute to color processing and R7-8 contribute to largely achromatic motion vision [16, 17] -but this general organization of the separation of pathways is found in many insects and crustaceans, and animals such as Daphnia remain the exception.
In work on macaque monkeys, the idea of independent pathways for luminance and color processing gained momentum from many sources, notably lesion studies and observations of the magnocellular (M-cell) and parvocellular (P-cell) pathways, which relay and process information from distinct sets of retinal ganglion cells through the thalamus to distinct layers of primary visual cortex, V1 [18] . M-cells support luminance contrast coding by signaling summed information from long and medium (L+M) wavelength cones, while the P-cells signal color-opponent L and M responses, as well as luminance contrast. Subsequent work has elaborated on these observations without eliminating the idea of independent pathways.
A rare example of a color behavior that can be executed with little dependence on luminance processing is the learnt recognition of large artificial flowers in the honeybee [19] . When the training targets are 5 diameter, luminance contrast cues dominate, consistent with the use of independent luminance processing for spatially acute vision. For targets of 15 or greater, the chromatic contrast is the dominant cue for learning. Why this occurs is not known, but it is consistent with nonlinearities in how the cues are spatially integrated. Unfortunately, the underlying circuitry is also not known.
Studies using conventional definitions of color vision as luminance-independent color-opponent processing have identified a remarkable variety of cell types processing wavelength information in different ways within the same species, notably in macaque and bees [6, 20] . This variety exists in at least three forms that would benefit from having identified pathways and circuits dedicated to specific behaviors. First, chromatic responses show temporal dynamics. To link the dynamics of responses to actions, it is ideal to record the cells during the behavior. Second, rare cells have been identified with specific spatiotemporal chromatic properties suited to solve specific tasks, such as cells with double-opponent receptive fields for identifying spatial objects by color alone [6] . When cells are very sparsely represented in a population, it is difficult to know whether to attribute task performance to the existence of these cells: in vivo recordings provide a valuable addition to other approaches, such as microstimulation and correlation between neural and behavioral responses. Third, recent advances in computational methods have enabled the identification of nonlinear coding along the color-opponent axes of the chromatic receptive fields, thought to be task-specific computations [21] .
To summarize so far, color vision has coevolved alongside luminance processing from primitive visual systems that had the capacity for integrated wavelength and luminance processing. While some tasks are better served by parallel processing, notably luminance contrast for motion vision and spatial acuity, tasks driven by color vision independently of luminance are rarely observed. Meanwhile, our understanding of conventional color vision stands to gain by considering circuitry in which it is integrated with luminance processing to drive behavior, for many reasons, including opportunities to understand the diversity of both opsin expression and chromatic neural responses. For what follows, I have surveyed pathways and circuitry of non-color vision behaviors and identified examples that integrate wavelength processing. This approach is sufficiently novel that the chromatic properties of the neurons and the exact computations of the wavelength processing are open to study.
Pathways and Circuitry
Three criteria have been used to select the examples. First, while the focus is on one species per pathway for the brevity of a minireview, there are multiple species with comparable behavior to enable a comparative approach. Second, the pathways or circuitry have limited complexity, to better identify the role of wavelength processing. Finally, they exploit different aspects of wavelength information, because a motivation is to be able to identify some of the computational pressures leading to the diversity in opsin expression and chromatic properties of neurons. Celestial Navigation To encode a direction by looking at the sky, one could use the distribution of light intensity, wavelength or polarization. For humans, the sky looks blue because Rayleigh scattering by small particles increases the proportion of short wavelengths in the sky in the directions away from the sun. To animals with sensitivity to ultraviolet wavelengths, this effect is even stronger, because Rayleigh scattering is much greater for shorter wavelengths. A different scattering process causes light to be polarized in a circularly symmetrical pattern centered on the sun. This pattern is sufficiently distinctive that a cell whose receptive field is matched to the orientations of polarized light in the sky can be unambiguously identified as a cell involved in celestial navigation. A number of animals use all three cues to navigate, including the honeybee, ants and dung beetles [22] .
The locust Schistocerca gregaria has one of the best-characterized sky polarization vision systems of any species. Recently, color-opponent cells have been identified in its central brain polarization pathways using intracellular recordings [23, 24] . These reports were landmarks for being the first and, so far, the only reports of the neural basis of the chromatic part of a sky compass. Because the color-opponency was recorded in cells with receptive fields for polarized light that match the patterns of polarized light in the sky, we can be confident that the function of the color coding is to complement the polarization navigation system.
Three classes of polarization-sensitive cells were found to have color-opponent responses. Two of them, the TuTu1 and LoTu1 cells, bilaterally connect across brain hemispheres a key region for the polarization pathway, the anterior optic tubercle (AOTu; Figure 1 ). This region receives polarization signals from the optic lobes. The cells had large color-opponent receptive fields, consistent with the gradients of wavelengths in the sky. For example, the TuTu1 cells were inhibited by green and excited by UV wavelengths when stimulated on the ipsilateral side of recording, while responses to contralateral stimulation showed the inverse relationship [23, 24] . The source of the chromatic input to these cells has not yet been identified. It is likely to originate from the medulla, the second optic neuropil: this is the source of the polarization inputs and where the photoreceptors that support wavelength processing terminate.
Cells in the third class, TuLAL1b cells, project from the AOTu to the next brain region in the pathway, an area next to the lateral accessory lobes, known as the bulbs. combinations of polarization and chromatic gradients that accompany changes in the solar elevation. Subsequent work has not found color-opponent responses downstream of these cells [22] , and it may be that these three cell classes are the point of sensory fusion. In this case, downstream responses to wavelength stimuli may only be detected as adjustments to the responses to polarization signals.
As well as combining polarization and wavelength processing, the responses of one of the cell classes is also affected by the third celestial orientation cue, light intensity [23] . At low light intensities, the LoTu1 cell has an inhibitory, color-opponent response to UV stimulation; at high intensities, the UV response changes to excitation. One possibility is that the cell also codes for the light intensity gradient cue to the sun's orientation. How the locust integrates all these cues can be tested experimentally, because tethered flying locusts will orient to the direction of polarized light [25] . For example, one prediction would be that the orienting response to a low intensity polarization pattern should be increased by the addition of a distribution of wavelengths that matched the angle of the sun.
Circadian Rhythms
The slow changes in the distribution of wavelengths in the sky can be used to tell the time of day. As the sun sets, the spectrum of the sky shifts towards short wavelengths, and then returns to longer wavelengths of starlight and moonlight [26] . This transition in the spectrum occurs when the light intensity is very low and unreliable -an overcast early evening sky may have the same intensity as twilight on a bright day -and so is a potentially valuable cue for setting the circadian rhythm, which is driven by the light intensity. To test this hypothesis, Walmsley et al. [27] recorded spectral responses of neurons in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), a central clock of circadian rhythms in the mouse. Mice are dichromats, with cones expressing short (S) and medium (M) wavelength opsins peaking in the UV and green wavelengths, respectively, and rods sensitive to blue wavelengths. The spectral profiles of the S and M opsins overlap, so to be able to independently stimulate S and M cones using specific wavelengths of light, the authors used a transgenic mouse that expresses human L opsin in the M cones.
Walmsley et al. [27] found that a quarter of the cells they recorded were S-M color-opponent. The majority had S-ON/ M-OFF responses, and so would be excited by the blue wavelength shift that occurs at twilight. The rest of the visually responsive cells responded to light intensity, as expected. At twilight light levels, the color-sensitive cells were very sensitive to changes in the balance of S and M wavelengths, while the achromatic cells were much less affected by equivalent changes in light intensity. As a result, the color-sensitive cells were more sensitive to the solar angle in simulated twilight skies than the achromatic cells. These recordings indicated that a subset of SCN cells may be part of a neural mechanism for color to complement light intensity coding around twilight. To test this, the authors monitored the effect on the body temperature circadian rhythm of adding a natural spectrum to a natural light intensity distribution: they found that it shifted the peak body temperature to half an hour later. However, the tantalizing question of whether or not the color coding compensates for variability in light intensity remains unanswered.
Multiple lines of evidence support the idea that rod and cone inputs drive the color-opponent responses in the SCN via intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs). The ipRGCs detect the light intensity and project to the SCN and other subcortical areas [28] . They express the light-sensitive pigment melanopsin at very low levels, so that photon absorptions are rare but cause long-lasting depolarizations. This way, the ipRGCs encode light levels over a greater range of light intensities than rods or cones, but are not very intrinsically sensitive at twilight. Melanopsin has a wavelength sensitivity that peaks in the blue, and by using a wavelength selective for melanopsin, Walmsley et al. [27] could show that the color-opponent SCN cells have sustained responses consistent with the ipRGC activity [27] . Do ipRGCs receive inputs from rods and cones that would allow them to drive color-opponent SCN responses? This occurs in one class of macaque ipRGC [29] , and in mice, rods and cones contribute to circadian rhythm entrainment [30] . Therefore, it is most likely that rods and cones drive ipRGC excitation of color-opponent SCN cells, but this remains to be anatomically verified. Tracking Targets A wide range of animals can use color to track the motion and changing position of an object independently of luminance, including the honeybee, goldfish and the butterfly Papilio xuthus [31] [32] [33] . This is consistent with roles for color in aspects of behavior such as visual communication, sexual selection, or the detection of food and predators. More generally, color can help disambiguate locally noisy luminance cues -for instance when an object passes through dappled sunlight. A challenge is to appreciate how the resolution of chromatic processing is matched to the task, in situations when chromatic processing is slower or coarser than the achromatic channel.
Humans and primates track small objects using two kinds of eye movements: saccades and smooth pursuit [34] . Saccades place the object in or near the fovea and smooth pursuit maintains foveation. Typically, the gain of the pursuit control system is less than one, and catch-up saccades compensate for the resulting retinal slip. Both movements are sophisticated computations executed through well-characterized, overlapping circuits [35] . During the initiation of smooth pursuit, the eye movement follows an anticipated trajectory of the object and is not under feedback control. In this phase, the direction and speed of the movement is highly correlated with activity in cortical area MT. Feedback control is engaged in the subsequent maintenance phase, in which movements correlate with activity in MT, area MST, and the Frontal Eye Fields (FEF), all areas that connect with the cerebellum and then brainstem nuclei to control the eye muscles (Figure 2) .
Recent work has explored the contribution of color to smooth pursuit using isoluminant chromatic stimuli -colored visual objects with no luminance contrast against the background [33, 36] . Isoluminance slowed the initiation of smooth pursuit by 50 ms across a range of object sizes and speeds, compared to control luminance stimuli [33] , consistent with the diminished responses of MT cells to isoluminant stimuli [37] . Meanwhile, the tracking speed during maintenance pursuit was largely unaffected by isoluminance, dropping by less than 5% for slow speeds (<5 s -1 ). The reduction in tracking speed increased with the stimulus speed, dropping by 12% for 9 s -1 . Subsequent work showed that during pursuit, color discrimination increased by around 15% with the stimuli used [36] . Thus, isoluminant stimuli are poor at initiating pursuit, but once pursuit has started and stabilized, not only is color used to maintain the object in the fovea, our ability to detect the color increases. While the circuitry of smooth pursuit is not known in detail, the basic pathways are well established and limited in their complexity (Figure 2) . A more natural choice for a color behavior would be saccades, which are reliably triggered by isoluminant objects [38] . Furthermore, the vast majority of work on smooth pursuit has used achromatic stimuli, and it is a behavior that is largely initiated by luminance contrast cues, so the role of color is complementary to luminance processing, rather than independent of it [34] . But the circuitry of saccades is far more complex, recruiting many cortical areas that have access to color information [35] . By exploiting smooth pursuit, a touchstone behavior for circuit analysis [34] with limited points of entry for color processing that has been well described (Figure 2 ), we gain a pathway where the contribution of color can be measured throughout.
Smooth pursuit is a behavior that benefits from recording neural activity during behavior in at least two ways. First, chromatic sensitivity appears in the maintenance phase and would be missed in the absence of the right phase of behavior. Second, it demonstrates the importance of temporal dynamics and how eye movements can exploit the resolution of chromatic and achromatic channels. Fast initial motion estimation places the object in the fovea, where slow chromatic processing can resolve and follow it. A slow tracking speed for fast color objects recruits catch-up saccades, which are largely driven by position errors [39] . Thus, as the velocity increases, target tracking is implemented by a combination of velocity (pursuit) and position (saccade) based error mechanisms, appropriate to the resolutions of the processing channels [40] . Learned Object Recognition Learning and memory circuits cost energy and resources to build and maintain, creating a pressure for them to only contain efficient copies of the information needed to perform the task, be it a representation of the stimulus or simply a contextual cue. A number of insects that learn visual properties of food sources, including species of ants, bees and Lepidoptera, have an anatomical projection from their optic lobes to the mushroom bodies, a central brain center of learning and memory [41, 42] . It has long been supposed that this pathway may be one of the substrates for visual learning, but it had not been possible to test this hypothesis directly.
Recent work in Drosophila has identified two classes of visual projection neuron that project from the medulla of the optic lobes to the mushroom bodies [43] , using genetic tools to manipulate activity of cell types and identify cell connections (Figure 3) . Drosophila demonstrates color processing when conditioned with heat, electric shock or sugar to fixate on visual stimuli according to the wavelength of light, and flies perform this task independently of changes in luminance [16, 44] . Therefore, the fly's ability to learn to recognize specific wavelengths is an example of true color-opponent vision. The fly also has a sophisticated range of wavelength-specific processing that is apparent in its phototaxis behavior -the attraction towards and repulsion from light -redolent of the wavelength-specific processing in Daphnia [45] .
The circuitry that has been identified for color learning in Drosophila is perhaps the most complete circuitry we have for any color-opponent behavior. The first class of visual projection neuron, VPN-MB1 cells, is required to learn to discriminate blue and green wavelengths [43] . These cells have dendrites in the medulla of the optic lobes and synapse with gd Kenyon cells, an intrinsic cell type of the mushroom bodies. From the anatomy of the few dozen VPN-MB1 cells in the retinotopically organized medulla, each cell integrates inputs across approximately 15 of the ventral visual scene, and so they are potentially suited to encode nearby or large colored objects on the ground. Dopaminergic neurons mediate the color learning by modulating gd Kenyon cell activity [46] , and so gd Kenyon cells are the likely locus of the color memory trace. A second class of cells, the VPN-MB2 cells, is required to learn to discriminate the intensity of green Black arrows and boxes are areas and connections that form the central components of the smooth pursuit circuitry [34] . To gain insight into how maintenance pursuit may gain color-selectivity in a task-dependent manner, additional areas and connections are also included. Green labels areas at the start of the ventral pathway, associated with processing object and form properties, including color [6, 47] . Activity in area MST is associated with maintenance of smooth pursuit, through lesion and activation studies [35] , and MST has reciprocal connections with V4 [48] . Blue labels parts of additional saccade circuitry [35] . Cells in the lateral interparietal (LIP) cortex only develop color selectivity when color is a cue for eye movements [49] . See reviews by Lisburger [34] and Krauzlis [35] for more detailed discussions of circuitry.
wavelengths, and they also project from the medulla to gd Kenyon cells [43] . Meanwhile, synaptic connections necessary for learned color vision can be traced from the R7-8 photoreceptors to the layer of the medulla presynaptic to the VPN-MB1 cells [44] . In summary, the medulla-mushroom body pathway is used to learn local features of the scene, including color and light intensity. Only a little is known about the chromatic coding along this learning circuit, but what details we have are surprising and consistent with recordings from other insects. The visually responsive gd Kenyon cells were found to have excitatory responses to flashes of green or blue wavelengths, as measured with patch recordings from the cell bodies [43] . There were no inhibitory responses, even though hyperpolarizations to olfactory stimuli can be recorded in Kenyon cells. The responses are therefore wavelength-specific and not color-opponent. In the bumble bee, Bombus impatiens, and honeybee, Apis mellifera, intracellular recordings have revealed that cells projecting to the optic lobe have a variety of chromatic properties, including wavelength-specific as well as color-opponent responses [41] . In the moth Manduca sexta, vision plays a complementary role to olfaction: visual stimuli do not generate responses in Kenyon cells, but they do modulate simultaneously presented odors [42] .
It is possible that further recordings will identify color-opponent mushroom body processing to account for Drosophila's color-opponent behavior. Alternatively, the color-opponency may be generated by an inhibitory, opponent process between mushroom body output cells, or later. This possibility would be illuminating as a computational or evolutionary step between wavelength-specific and color-opponent processing. In either case, this circuitry, among the best defined for color-opponent processing, is dependent, in part, on wavelength-specific processing.
Conclusion
This minireview has presented a range of behaviors for which the supporting pathways or circuitry is described and color enhances the performance. They demonstrate the range of central brain processing that is supported by retinal processing of wavelength information, from properties of the illuminant to properties of objects, spatial scales from the size of the sky to small objects, and time scales from memories lasting days to a few seconds tracking an object. They do not conform to the definitions of color vision that have explained retinal processing so well: the chromatic part of the celestial compass and circadian rhythms involve color-opponent processing in non-image forming vision; the smooth tracking color processing complements a behavior initiated by luminance contrast coding; and in the learned object color circuitry, the Kenyon cells exhibit wavelength-specific processing rather than color-opponent coding. On the other hand, by considering the context of wavelength processing, how color vision mechanisms complement other forms of vision, we gain pathways and circuits for understanding the computations of specific tasks, an invaluable step for understanding the evolution of color vision. (A) A circuit for wavelength-specific processing from the retina to the central brain. The axons of R7-8 photoreceptors synapse in the second neuropil of the optic lobes, the medulla. Here, they synapse with Tm5a-c and Tm20 cells, which are collectively necessary for learned blue/green discrimination [44] . These Tm cells synapse with the lobula tangential LT11 neuron, which is required for wavelength-specific phototaxis [50, 45] 
